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Ul#aSr2MlSLh«i.
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H5ld2ffltlh<0%jt - flBfrfR*1
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aAEBftHggat.

flifea^gwaassa.

ftM** 1 ^G«f?fc*»l oClUtaffiSftiHSK.

[000 1]

S£ttUtt-«ffiM*ukU«fc:iitr*-&. ^nfflMkaiKai

[0002]

[0003] fcfc ifcf. ^fffl®5 7-2 1 1 63
Hfcll. **fcRM#R*8Wfc'Ofc. *«»aif*
*H*BWE8*61»m>ttW«aj««l«:flii. *C

Ale J: ^T^Wfia*l*att**¥3^Afli^
E««*lTi.»*. WBBB6 3-1 67534^
IBCIi, *^H^Rfc*«Wlflfc«lW58E^*

K*'f>f&7ntiESriSS1-6^}§7nA;^SlA sIEK$iit

[0004] 3 - l 8 7 3 2 9 SJftffifcW. r

jg£@»£KB L . IfMttKttft ( b h n V 7 U ? 9

2-1 5 5 024^«tJi, IfTtS-lHlteSv-f

TnH&A^KStfId®5 itT i »*

.

[0005]

LTRWft Ifc k » + £8ttB

k lei oTffjawtpBusfiiatfliisti t

«

[0006] -IW^HHtt. WhOi-j^rjaSr^aLT^
SfiArt^-C* 1}. **E^S*i3tffieiA?3ffi(*J<0)i8{

ffittLi9k-t6t>WT'*>6.

[0007]



(3) %m-9- 3 19 501

ftiilf Ska»<b&43fcSfc *tai*8«: 2«Ja±«£. 1

'^)t • *a#Hfc«*t4fc*#&fcftl«*a!#«

*j< j: ^ t^jgassit. 2ttja±«>«* • t*ai-#R

KX$ii& i fc Sr^at14 J«M*tl<.!8B*fllOT& t»

[ o o o 8 j a*: . ffim*ti&&mt . sftftg^ai

*>tt«ttfcrth3*4fcW:. R»**)«*3ft4fflE

£1T$- ?»r a— Srffl v z t & 4

.

[0009] canmii. asA/jWflfc^Tffitt*)

o. B:/iii2atU:o^)t-«ai#a*5. -e-fi-MgiA

Wet* LT */fC* oTWffiWPBfc'ltJIilfcfillBK -

J: ». S^tiiPOBAJlfNtti:**
&R»B*S6fctli4»£fc:i*. ««#tl»jtt&fc

[ooioj §6t. s?ie&«<o3fc£iaaj

*aw»e«8Etti4 ,,*afcj:oTtt,is3nfc««<oae

««* im vc . s7ie{4sm^^B»c J: o rfl»»ftfe*
A^lfBAJiOfilBfciWIft&aaMfc S fete***:

[ooin::t. tmm^aa. MffiaieMkisi

t»ttfeUTv\*ik*qffiL<, vvbt9>4i>fcHl»

kit. es^#s*^y

4L<. SttjtiBftijitaJtiifc^tfiL^. 3fc

t. AW#**OAM^fcBttfflfcR»*4fc*>
t. fWttKH»ik>*>«>4 r a—f—* a-Xj fc*

tftiSSv^taSt-tl, 3oco¥flS8A»f>t8J£$ii46&/h

££9ti§£ L/^flUS k*4C fc Ln

.

[00 1 2] «t4BKi«*«LEDtffllf»4Ck*«T'

A'tfi L < . fcKtffl* (tt&9 0 0 n m8K)
f4LEDjMff*U>.
[oo i 3] 4*:. JBef-Rwji&w^iSdtitLriwrr

Xli. v>*>t<l>4 ii/V>YO/)H>l>->Xj f>4Ui r h

cM^/H^yXj S:fflv>4wkA<T-$4. ififcJ:-:.

»«fcaaiss*i4.

[0014] nmta^^m^tihm^k i

T. 3B*U5'X*ffln4Jiatt. «AMi:W

CT'<~f-*-$fflir*4%&li. smetXifir hKt
Utf4j§j§?L5r 1 -3#Lfcr'-c-^i— Srfflniitf J:

[00 1 5 3 ft8a»H{*RKfflir>ft*l*ft3e«T«. •

*M>7 * h #W *- K fc Pia<7)fl!3£ftoPSD (Posi

tion Sensitive Light Detector) £fflV >4.I fc^T'c1

4. PSDIi. ««#afc:i->T**S*ifc*

D=£-fflv>4wt*>'»4Lvn t^T'. PSDIi. jto

WtffiBfc Jc •> 4BJWS*J 4 **TJ>

4^^*>/bWR»3t<Og3tftSli l Wl t*tJBLtV>4

tA. W r '27l:flg i .
r P s Dio^itaS i &v

a, PSDicj:oTtt»H«isn4«SRfi-to«*»<>.

awatJ: 1). tVtf>ft*ffiB*t*6fe<l4.

[0016] tyfcj: -»TRWS<lfc«li, »«*a*»

< 40T\ %3tf-Sk PSJliffift LTKBSii
4*{

. tttmn&tmtto&mfr&tMtxmt

«K*akftm»tB*st*'<i*4«3i£ • *«*a
fe««A*««fc«LTSBLTt>J:v\ iWA^fc.
^3K-^a3#Sli. jt«rX^-v>-t4Wllt#t4Ct
t*<", ««AAaWK*tLTKBSn4<0T. fS^S:

flWkt4;ki6«T'&4.

[00 1 7] 4fc. «*-ttSi¥aii. ^WPSDCJ:
oT«aj8fi4«tftKttfct:ty«){aBt»ST6
4J:3C-f4^C. 2«feLk*«f*4. fe«L. 2

fiCULco^C «ta#aitt«fc *4*«. ^«r< i 1

2

WhS^ttWcli. 2»tf«t**- «U1+Rt«li4
-k*{«4L^. 2tt««3l£-«taj*a*tfflv»«,

<14*S^. dSA^S^co^'C- (S*^) *»feJir. ^



(4) ®ffl¥9~3 1 950 ]

[00 18]

[ o o 1 9

]

m it. £oft»w*w«M*ai*K*)--3eii

JiSA.^E 1 cOH^'S 2'J^ft ( k 1 . k 2 ) t , ft

[0020] C<7)k£. ft7t«JliSS2. 3tt.

OttB*«fc»ai-*. 8ftttfiiKB2. 3UL k'*=>£>

kfitfM£ftot<o£ffl^. &02-1. 3-1
fc. gftfl«&.T,S?2 2. 3 2bfrt>m&ZtlZ>.

^tfiiajSS2. 3tt. 9BHto>6ft*SJi6

£<05M*ilk. 5^*l*aj»>»^fc#l:%<»

rtfiiKWL-csasn*. *a. jBHJtttttBu. wid

[002i]Biicfcwt. ttSAJjUioftk l kS
«jS4 k ttolMto a 1 . KffAAH<0ft k 2 k

4 kSrttU48»a 2a£A*ft£ftfflKB2 . 3**1*
ilO.«^WatXS}BKWkti». -TJlT'tSStf-a 1 . a

2li. lMm?,})ffilcr>ftZ4 5' fc23WH-**flfc-«-

*. MSAaiH1tf>ftk2£KiX (0. 0) k

L. J*MSAJ)ffil K«0ttR*WSn*ltYli. gttrfltX

[ 0 0 2 2 ] B2 fc. *mm*2 , 3<0-£i6ffl<0

S2-1. 3-lli. ftig (LED) 6kft^UxX7
t*»4.fll*Sil*. «1»WVX7li, *«-*l»l«f&*

Si & d k *r?#ak * 6 > U y H 'J tf^U yX.

hmmmsatim^z k Jr^ffik-rs h n-f yn\s>x

2-2. 3-2Ji, PSD8ty'J> h''M/H^yX9

[00 2 3] LED6A>MSi*£ftfc3£ML x^efft

t, ^AA®1 k¥R<tH^«<ot'-i,k^l.J:oH

ftaj<0f!1Stt<9|6j±A<[3h.£>. CCT. LED 6k IT
Ml TH#**«*t*fc*>-Cfc (ttft

89 0nm) fc&ft-f4 L 2 6 5 6 (£ft*h-?Xtt
8) *ttffl+4i*)l:-*-*. *fc. ft^WyX7klT
«. iiSA^ffii ksa^i'»icoft$*u oon. mx

h. Sfcfc, 3K*l/VX«MS(uftttBt:l.RD6«)ft)CjjS

*«<4J:5fcfflJ@EB-r4.

[00 24 }«*ftKl»aS«2-2. 3-2*«rt+4

frhcnmiLZ. WR\)M \ fcW*ffl*lfc*3frf4

8t^)E$ix&. PSD8M:. 0t^i3t:. i^SA

.'jffil k¥ff«riSri*lt:«fiv>flHai:L. ^3tffi«ASt3t

Sr^Sft-ftS3*t*fca^ p n k «r ->T \ *h

.

[0025] ttiP S D8Ji. SJEBWPSJBCii.

*^s 0 bthij^tx-mmzhLitmitcism. (
i ,

.

(I,. I,) £A/D£&L. vOna^ta-^t
ioTS»-t&ckt«toT. 3*£s

0 £O{iE#«sg

£- k **?* 2. . i 0)ffiKKa* tf 3 MMPIRt^v >T

[0026] PSD8kLT(i. SSA^El tffi^c

/>l&J<»SjeSitf>£&AM 3bb. JiJSA^ffll kSM^r;,

|6li7)ftSA{ liiinf?lSWt>0$-W0ft(f,t0. ^kilfS
^h^^xttKOS3 27 0$rffli^CkA1T'2'4.

[00 27]H4tC s ^»;>'H'J^/l-UyX9k PSD

jrADftd* 1 Oeid, JigA.Uffi 1 kSE^Al^ftS
<r 1 OnmflSk Lfct>0)*WV^. j/'J V H »J VX
9<03l£¥W1i'C'ffiSk PSD 8«g3tffik WBj«IA? 6

.

A 5Effi P S D 8WS^ffi^A^l L =5ri» J: -5 1 . > 'J K

'M/l-uyX9<7)^Hlca|fcA B S^oW^T^ojtv
x?l OSrES^S.
[0028] S<b(c. v'Jy K'J#^WyX9<9&£iE

XkPSDkOl^E8*{3Cfl:fl)^^:>
,
). C:wuyX9<^+

-l>k PSD 8«055tffik WffiSfO»Affim a x kii'Wfi

m i ntWiar*fttfJ:l». ^kiJf. 04«9*&£(i.

max = 9. 2on. min6. 5nmk :5r4Wt\ JKl^iK



(5) ftKTf9-3 1 9 50 1

StA<9nngjg(7> j, ij >• H \) # /UU >X9 SrfflV >il(f J:

#[SKO£$li. PSD8f)g#fflso££ (= 1 3ra>) i

Di*£ltfttfJ: fcfcitf, 04<Oi8£Kli. 1

[00 29] 132 (^fc^teCWi. ^>5A>f><7)K

W y h Jtfc L IIh tz#>\Z . x 'J v K 'M /H'>
X9*Wl^ffit£?:^L^^. ^ilWS^S^SLWt'
titir< , 0 3 t^-fj; •>(;:. v'J vKUtf/H^Xgcr)

HTi.kH. M3C. 1 SrfflV^^jt^

31+82. 3^fliB£<7)R-tI3S-^-r. ^O^SI^O^

tzKtnWXX-' h%t IX PSD8i7)5jt^S 0 (cS

WOTW MufeWv >«Srfflv tfUf «fc v \

[00 30] 05K. W-f-v- fcPSD8c7)aftfi<j

•e^^C0ffi«6. 5iinfc*(t«fUt<affifc. PSD8C?)

fc ra-* -v-WfiiS t*<WK=3rS J o KTa-

1 l&ESt*. ifc. r/N"-f-r-l 1<0A

*SU. ^v5A>^OT^7fr!>*PSDR*)gftW:i«S

U». Jtfc . P SDffyg%M<7>±Z £ 1 3 ma

x 1 miZttLX. 1tf)A£$tel 5bbx

hi tTO^isj-c-WPSDsoSTtffl^? ( i 3d

u) «tOt>S<. JI&A^ffil fclS/SrWjTtiPSD

0«^tfijWK$ ( Im) JOtlKtS. *fc;ltf, 0
5lz^tXoiZ, 2nnx2mm<OAS$fc1^;:fctf-ei*

[0 0 3 1] tcti. M2. M3fc«. IfcTEfcajgiffOS

AHt^Lfc**. *««W8B*(5fc»LED6. jt^U
yX7. PSD8. v'J^H'M^UV-XgXWTA'-
+v- 1 1 ) li. MaL/offigBaf*$-«->-C—?Oft#

£-fMaLl/CfcJ:H. fcfc'U ftftSS (LED 6. 3t

£b > X7 ) fcgjtftgfcftglS ( P S D 8 . i/'JyFV

/HU>yX9JUiTJ*—f-*-l 1 ) fc<i.

ft. *3l^t**fcfcfc*ta3C?&&rt£*tia*Stf

-CKHSiL $ fcfcl.E D

6

M&tzftMtnftltm
fc. > 'JyK'J^/PU^XgXJiTA-^-i KcJ;

o (cffiSSli-S £ fc

[0 0 3 2]^fiiaj^K(i. -(*^^S^fc»cJ:o
X 2 OnmX 1 5bbX 1 0imgl£<9A£ $ fc"f fc^T'

[ 0 0 3 3 ] 07 K. wCO^WL E D 6MfP S D 8

ED6<0ft)£M $>/<0#H»fc. PSD8A>A>{iJ^S

ii/L-mis (
i , . 1 2 > nmmz'n -) \j<nx~fo h . pptc

>T<ti3t, MWIUBJi. MPU2 7£lM>fclT. T
o/^A&l5r-^SriiHS1"I.ROM2 5, RAM2

^7i-XH5-fA'29, A/Dny/<-^2 3&VL

[0034] PSD8A^aj^?il^ma ( I,. I;)

5r?W-f2.E]HfcLT. PSDWiU^Jg^ ( S,. s,)

WStlh. PSD8*>^a^?il^SS ( I ,. I 2 )

titz^mi n\t . r+o?mmn 2 2 x-

[$n i

12

h + I2

<T)X 0 WtfflfiStls $ 6fcA/ D n > /<- ?2 3Ct
-itfy? /Mi ^t3S«i$iit MPU27(;rgSixl>.

MP\}27\zkr,x%%fi%mf'<.v<r)mM.

c 0 0 3 5 ] imwmsm. -ncr>%jm&$i

IfcR g(*:l:fflAa!^tJ:<. ±/i. WMtotlX
mWsA-ftMin-&ftllz&*&A,X'i>X^. ttz. 4>
9 7 1-X H 7 i a' 2 9 5r it LX>W n > ix

fcffi«t- ^ Sr «> fcftfcHJ^aTfciiKttw fc A{

[0036] ^ir. 08ti. cc7)^cm^2.{ia&,T<

5li. i^i9>SS5dftfc|Sl«^«SrWL.

&ft&aJKS2, 3^A>^-4,ii^3t«Alif^|6]fc|3]-

[0037] M8£{i. ^<7>m^mklX^>5^fii
SUA5

, ^awn—J— a-yA»<btlWL5ii6»ttS:S

3-7--df j.-7tt. 09tC^L^i^C.
3 >tEft{;^S .t 1 {zm*&b&z L

ffiX'hh. HRK. ^7X(7)4^^f>-pS5:« ,)fco

TfflV^^i*. Z.nX.'UZim.ZixrzO—

X'\i. ASt7tA5 3o<0ffit-lIaI-foKW$iiit^, R
WftlilitKAStftfc B-<0*fttR->-C»- »<

.

[0 0 38]^fc^.Jf. -Tfl(7)£$c$T2iniDfcU::J-

7—^i-7*Sr. Hal OmmW^y^^aitCftlt^t

EflM-4. @8^-f«t9t:. W0^^3-+-

fflW3-7"-Jfi-7'A*<bffl«-C^, @8«0i-?t3e
»*t"*"* fc-tft 1 8 6««>3—t- jL-7-*^fi!l£



(6) t#B3¥9-3 1 9 50 1

ixa—f—^j.-yzm^mzirsitztf. mm
b XttKfim-Ufob =5: *>?Wtt£frf4 1 c^t'Jbii

If. ft««atfflv»TfcJ:v>.

10 0 3 9] ftlz. C<7)%BflOJim«aJKS{Cfelt&^

[0 0 4 0] Hl«a«AJ]B51 JtCfcVv-C. 0
8tC*Lfc*>5*JtiVvt»3«rfai (X. Y)

iSCl*. «3eft*HBU*2-2»PSD8K*feS*l
£. R«tw. jS&>K«tajSIS3«Of6)Ca53-lcOI-ED6

a. s^ifte^iiia?3-2wpsD8(cg3e$iis. p

SDftb3£3tifcXtt. H2«T*LfcJ:5tPSD
8fc*W*Alt**fcJ:-9T P SD*>ft*fiU:*>*«r4

ttBfcx#-»bJtS:Jftftri. idT. t8#p2ti. 8
«A*ffil«Wk2t2*!t»-*-4ttft-a2*»<5>«2«)fl

KS-&L. t»plU. *SA*ifll*>akl*2*4i'
i-mfta l l nfi&teHrrhnk-fl.
[00/1 1 ] 01 0 (a) . (b) C, SBUJlHI b

«7tft*«aj#K 2-2 tfttfrth i/\)>YVil)V\s>

C. PSDRcoS3KWi. a«A*Bl02afc-15'

K'J*;H^VX9W+'Dt P SDSOgftffiWfiftkfc

l&Uftfttta 1 #55^«&t/*65fcftWlfc ~§rf6. 4
Jt . l/

s)*/Y x)1i IV U>X9 0»M>t PSD 80S7tai

tf>f*k«08i*teLkl.. PSD8«ft*IlOftSfc2
Lfcf4.

[ 0 0 4 2 ] 3\ ^> 5*»*>{OK»3foW85)-P l

x. psd8^+waa*^ d i em&mmxtzm.

z.m&t. ps Do^tist »ia:«)BMW««4-r

a.

[004 3]

[»2J

h = lo

21.

10 = ll + 12 (10 : ±*m

L+D1= i7hr x2L

[0044 3 -t<ft>^» . EMjewgjttlBD Hi. PS
D8T134>il!>mS[ttIi, I 2*"b**

>>^l4*1
. 07

«M»lsl»«7vr2 l&tXr+n/jB»|Bl»2 2tJ:

iXi\%Ztlh. k-'jT'. 01 0 (b) HiO. D 1

/ L = t a n 6 1 b M^tfci-f 4*>fe . RWftf)

XSslft&e nt. d&ttr>t>W>t,tib.

0 1 = tan> (Dl/I.)

[0045] H«fcLT. fc3 -tf^BfcftttSB^

SftfiB* TOSSES: D 2 k-t&i:. <fc*fc.fc->T. R
M#WA»a«0 2a**rt>Mi5.

«2=Un- 1 (D2/L)
[0046]$ £>fc. 5<0&/7;{lE ( X . Y ) Ji.

2-;<ORifft0)A*W9£0 1 . <9 2WSr1l8#a 1 , a

2«fcftfc$r4«T, JteUO. 01. 02tf»feflpiiffi

B (X. Y) jWjW>4,;fc*.

Y = Xtan (15 02)
Y= ( A-X) tan (4 5-0 1)

zzx\ ah. m izjjk-rjLiiz. ffl&x-mwton

[0047] hs^a tufui&m-ta. 5 t.t ->

TttSSflfcttllAflH 1 ±*X&B*«X . Ytf t,

(01 . 0 2) &V (X. Y) It. fcjftffc

LTffl^&tfXf. MPU2 7^im:J:oT&£l;:;R*,

>

fiitifS4. fiStSftTA* (X, Y) C0H

gtffili. 4 y?7x-AVU '<29iftlX'*Va>

fcwjs-r& n •?y hKn% t'cmmizfmvs £

.

[ o o 4 8 1 mmmmxit. 2^<?>mm&3mm
HfcW**lfc0t

. M&BOLE DS-|S|^{:^$^5
k 5^^(-7tAJffi#co|SM^co P S D-Cft!il$iX&H
-E-flA s*>Scot-. LED K7^>N'24tJ:l)LED6c7)

m®mtm ,

&\Lx-£5.iz'{Ttc\\ cntraws*
T. PSDScO'lgSftffiSrlf^^rtA'ifiLi*.

[0049] fcfcifcT. -^rtf5LED$«5£$-lf-ft*-iO

LEDSrjHff^-tt^SSt'. -^WLEDCJtJB-fftP
SDW«SSttajS:mv l 0msecf*(=. mz-1i<n\.R



(7) #fflV9-3 1 9 50 1

D 5: ifj*TZVIbh CO 1 . F. D *ft)tS*fc#MT. f&hn
LED (CitE-fS 1> S cS^tiJS-fi

1

-J <fc ? tct I) C

ta*c&*. -tfcbfc. io«ecrtt. *sc2o«

COSJfJPti. Ml , U27*>'^^-7-28$:ffl^Tff

9. ^^J:9«CLED%iK«R}-»SJiiJffllS:Wf. #tt

[ 0 0 5 0 ] 5rfc . Ji&Afiffi 1 (i. ^TffiH*:*!^
T* 4mmX'htMX < . KCB l O&WHT* U

RJ&riiwttttr<* S^HS. fckitfCRT^L

*^#A<PSD8KA9*LTi8&iii$ft.*>&

IWBLfc#JM8«l£LEDtffl»>6i

fctftfiK. PSD8fcLTttfSF*M&f£*LED«oe

sWffaiH. Sftt. CRT^LCD*^&£-f&i5tfh

[00 5 1]

[JWfettMR] -KOWHCfc/itf. ttKf&wfSfcW»

fSt *»fe«r4 2 • fcajf-KSrdi*. . -o

[013 iO»!B«aE««l!«i!H<0-XilW<0l«*ElT

hh.

[03] i(08W|cor/<-^^-tJBk^ftXI»a36B

IH4 ] i wJEWw-saiBV) 5" 'J > H 'J * ii i > Xb
p s Dwftiwg^ffiaar**

.

[05] ^WfMBfO-SIIWIcor/^—f-v-fc PS DCO

[06] CflD»fl<0-Wt«t*jv»-C. ft'T^Xti

[07] cw^«M»H»o-j)ldtWwfll*rnv^

[08 ] ^n^(=Wt«&<«RIS^>%13«0)fiQIM
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It has 2 or more sets of luminescence / detection means which consist of a

location directions means to have the recurrence reflective section, and a luminescence

means and an include-angle detection means to detect the light-receiving include angle

of the reflected light reflected through said recurrence reflective section. Coordinate

detection equipment which contiguity arrangement of the luminescence means and the

include-angle detection means of constituting one luminescence / detection means is

carried out so that both of each optical axis may turn to the center of abbreviation of a

coordinate input area, and is characterized by for 2 or more sets of luminescence /

detection means setting predetermined spacing to the periphery of a coordinate input

area, and arranging them mutually at it.

[Claim 2] Coordinate detection equipment according to claim 1 characterized by

consisting ofcondensing means by which said include-angle detection means is ahead

of the photo detector which generates the signal corresponding to the light-receiving

include angle of said reflected light, and this photo detector, and condenses the reflected

light with the location received.

[Claim 3] Coordinate detection equipment according to claim 1 or 2 characterized by

having had further the coordinate input plate of a four angles plane used as a coordinate

input area, and equipping one angle of said coordinate input plates with said 2 or more

sets of luminescence / detection means, respectively.

[Claim 4] Coordinate detection equipment according to claim 1 characterized by

equipping further the location which is the front and only predetermined spacing left to

the direction of the light of said luminescence means with the optical lens which is

parallel to a coordinate input area side, and condenses the light from a luminescence

means in the shape of a sector.

[Claim 5] Coordinate detection equipment according to claim 1 characterized by having

a time-sharing-control means further in order to make the luminescence means of

luminescence / detection means of said each class emit light one by one with a
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predetermined time interval.

[Claim 6] Coordinate detection equipment according to claim 1 characterized by having

further an operation means to calculate the location on the coordinate input area directed

by said location directions means, using two or more light-receiving include angles

detected by the include-angle detection means of luminescence / detection means of said

each class.

[Claim 7] Coordinate detection equipment of any one publication of claim 1 -6

characterized by having arranged two or more recurrence reflective sections to which

said location directions means is the indicator rod of a pen configuration, and becomes

the perimeter of the point from a minute cube comer reflector.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] About coordinate detection equipment, in a personal computer

etc., especially this invention relates to the coordinate detection equipment which

detects the coordinate location directed with the pen, in order to make an informational

input and selection. This coordinate detection equipment is unified and used with an

electronic blackboard and a large-sized display.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, as coordinate detection equipment, when

a coordinate input screen is pressed down with a pen, or when a pen approaches a

coordinate input screen, ****** has some which detect an electric change by

electromagnetic induction. Moreover, laser beam light is scanned and there are some

which detect the coordinate location which detected the reflected light from the mirror

with which the pen which directs a coordinate location was equipped, and was directed

with the pen.

[0003] For example, it has one pair of pen location detection devices in which

JP,57-2l 1 637,A is made to rotate the pen which formed the reflective means in the axial

point, and a photogenic organ and an electric eye, the beam light which came out of the

photogenic organ is scanned, and the optical coordinate input unit which detects the

location of a pen according to the direction which received the reflected light is

indicated. Moreover, the optical directions input unit which calculates a directions

location from the luminous intensity which equipped a single luminescence means and

its perimeter with two or more photo detectors, was made to reflect in JP,63-167534,A

the light which came out of the luminescence means with a recurrence reflective sheet

(retro reflector), and received light by the photo detector is indicated.
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[0004] In JP,63-187329,A, the perimeter of the screen of a display location is

approached, an infrared light transceiver machine is arranged, and the optical directions

input unit which detects the light-receiving location of the return light from a recurrence

reflecting mirror (retro reflector) with an infrared light transceiver vessel is indicated.

Furthermore, the three-dimensions coordinate input unit which is made to scan a laser

beam by the rotation mirror, detects with a photodetector the laser beam reflected by the

position indicator equipped with the light reflex spherical-surface object, and detects a

location from angle of rotation of that rotation mirror when detecting is indicated by

JP,2-155024,A.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in some which detect a coordinate

location by electromagnetic induction, since the cable which a manufacturing cost is

high and connects a pen and a body since it has an electric switch function in a

coordinate input screen was required for ******, the difficulty was in operability.

Moreover, with the conventional coordinate location detection equipment which detects

a coordinate location from a scan when scanning beam light and receiving the reflected

light, the device in which beam light, such as a motor, is made to scan is needed, and

the dependability of location detection is low, and the miniaturization of the whole

equipment is difficult. Moreover, by moving a recurrence reflective sheet, the

coordinate detection equipment which consists of recurrence reflective sheets arranged

in the spatially distant location does not direct the spatially distant location, and, as for

equipment equipped with the conventional luminescence and a photo detector, and this

equipment, does not carry out coordinate detection in a certain fixed flat surface.

[0006] This invention is made in consideration of the above points, and tends to offer

small and reliable coordinate detection equipment with an easy configuration in the

coordinate detection equipment which directs the coordinate location in a certain fixed

coordinate input screen with a pen by setting the detection equipment which has 2 or

more sets of light-emitting parts and light sensing portions, and arranging

predetermined spacing, without having a scanning device.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention is equipped with 2 or more sets of

luminescence / detection means which consist of a location directions means to have the

recurrence reflective section, and a luminescence means and an include-angle detection

means to detect the light-receiving include angle of the reflected light reflected through

said recurrence reflective section. Contiguity arrangement of the luminescence means

and the include-angle detection means of constituting one luminescence / detection

means is carried out so that both of each optical axis may turn to the center of

abbreviation of a coordinate input area. The coordinate detection equipment

characterized by for 2 or more sets of luminescence / detection means setting
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predetermined spacing to the periphery of a coordinate input area, and arranging them

mutually at it is offered.

[0008] Moreover, as for said include-angle detection means, it is desirable to consist of

condensing means to be ahead of the photo detector which generates the signal

corresponding to the light-receiving include angle of that reflected light, and this photo

detector, and to condense the reflected light with the location where the reflected light is

received in order to raise the dependability of light-receiving include-angle detection.

Here, the aperture which has an optical lens or a minute slit can be used for said

condensing means.

[0009] This invention is good also as a configuration in which was further equipped

with the plane coordinate input plate used as a coordinate input area, and this input plate

is 4 square shapes-like, and one angle of the coordinate input plates was equipped with

said 2 or more sets of luminescence / detection means, respectively. Moreover, the

location which is the front and only predetermined spacing left to the direction of the

light of said luminescence means may be further equipped with the optical lens which is

parallel to a coordinate input area side, and condenses the light from a luminescence

means in the shape of a sector. In order to raise the dependability of light-receiving

include-angle detection, you may have further a time-sharing-control means to make the

luminescence means of luminescence / detection means of said each class emit light one

by one with a predetermined time interval. Moreover, in having further the display with

which a display front face serves as a coordinate input area, in order to prevent

malfunction, it is desirable to arrange an infrared cut filter on a display front face.

[0010] Furthermore, this invention offers the coordinate detection equipment further

equipped with an operation means to calculate the location on the coordinate input area

directed by said location directions means using two or more light-receiving include

angles detected by the light-receiving include-angle detection means of the

luminescence detection means of said each class.

[001 1] Here, as for a location directions means, it is desirable to carry out the usually

same configuration as a writing implement, and what is necessary is just a long and

slender configuration like the so-called pen. Hereafter, a location directions means is

called a pen. Moreover, since incident light is reflected, as for the recurrence reflective

section which a location directions means has, it is desirable that the mirror is attached,

and preparing near a tip further is desirable. Furthermore, since incident light is

reflected in the same direction as the incident light way, as for the recurrence reflective

section, it is desirable to consider as the structure which has arranged many minute

reflecting mirrors which consist of three plane mirrors which are called the so-called

"cube corner reflector", and which intersect perpendicularly mutually.

[0012] Although a luminescence means can use various LED, its LED which it is more

desirable to use infrared light at the point which prevents the dazzle at the time of
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actuation, and emits light especially in infrared light (wavelength of about 900nm) is

desirable.

[0013] Moreover, "the so-called cylindrical lens" or so-called "toroidal lens" can be

used for the optical lens prepared in the location from which it is the front and only

predetermined spacing was separated to the direction of the light of a luminescence

means. The light emitted in the direction perpendicular to a coordinate input area side

by this among the light emitted from the luminescence means is condensed in the shape

of [
parallel to a coordinate input area side ] a sector.

[0014] Since only a direction parallel to a coordinate input screen should condense as a

condensing means used for an include-angle detection means when using an optical lens,

it is desirable to use the so-called "cylindrical lens." Moreover, what is necessary is just

to use an aperture with one transparency hole from which the reflected light is extracted

to spot light, when using an aperture as a condensing means.

[0015] PSD (Position Sensitive Light Detector) with the same structure as a common

photodiode can be used for the photo detector used for an include-angle detection means.

Here, in order that PSD may detect the direction of the light condensed by the

condensing means (include angle) with the light-receiving location, the thing of a

configuration long and slender in a direction parallel to a coordinate input area side for

which 1 -dimensional PSD is used is desirable. By the way, PSD is a component which

generates the electrical signal which changes with light-receiving locations of light.

Since the light-receiving include angle of the reflected light from the pen which carries

out incidence to the light-receiving location and include-angle detection means on PSD

supports 1 to 1, If correspondence relation with the electrical signal which a

"light-receiving include angle", "the light-receiving location on PSD", and PSD

generate beforehand is defined, the light-receiving include angle of the reflected light

from [ from the value of the electrical signal directly measured by PSD ] a pen will be

calculated, and the directions location of a pen will be further called for by the

geometric principle.

[0016] Since the light reflected by the pen returns from a luminescence means

conversely through the same optical path as the incidence way of the light by which

outgoing radiation was carried out, a luminescence means and an include-angle

detection means approach, it is arranged, but really being fabricated in the same housing

is desirable so that the luminescence optical axis of a luminescence means and the

light-receiving optical axis of an include-angle detection means may be mostly in

agreement. Luminescence / detection means which consists of a luminescence means

and an include-angle detection means may be arranged to a coordinate input area so that

both of luminescence opticals axis and light-receiving opticals axis may turn to the

center of abbreviation of a coordinate input area, as described above here. Thus, since

luminescence / detection means is arranged to a coordinate input area, without having
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the device which scans light, it can be considered as an easy configuration.

[0017] Moreover, since it enables it to pinpoint the location of a pen based on the

light-receiving include angle detected by the PSD, luminescence / detection means is

required for 2 or more sets. However, although 2 or more sets of luminescence /

detection means are needed, if there are at least 2 sets of luminescence / detection means,

it is enough, and it is desirable for the miniaturization of coordinate detection equipment

to have 2 sets of luminescence / detection means. Moreover, what is necessary is to see

from the core (reference point) of a coordinate input area, to leave only predetermined

spacing and to just be arranged so that it may not exist in this direction at all when 2 sets

of luminescence / detection means are used. The core of a coordinate input area and

especially the physical relationship of luminescence / detection means are not limited,

and as described above, when a coordinate input area is a square, they should just

arrange 2 sets of luminescence / detection means on two squares which a square adjoins,

respectively. Moreover, the above mentioned time-sharing-control means and the above

mentioned operation means are realizable with the so-called microcomputer centering

on MPU.

[0018]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, based on the gestalt of operation shown in a

drawing, this invention is explained in full detail. In addition, this invention is not

limited by this.

[0019] The block diagram of one example of the coordinate detection equipment of this

invention is shown in drawing 1 . Here, the luminescence detection equipments 2 and 3

are fixed and installed in two angles (kl, k2) which the coordinate input screen 1 which

is a square-like plate adjoins. Light is discharged on the coordinate input screen 1 from

these two luminescence detection equipments 2 and 3. On the other hand, a user points

to the location of the arbitration on the coordinate input screen 1 with the location

indicator rod 5, i.e., a pen.

[0020] At this time, the luminescence detection equipments 2 and 3 compute the

position coordinate of a pen 5 by detecting the light which reflected with the pen 5

among the light emitted from the luminescence detection equipments 2 and 3, and has

returned to the luminescence detection equipments 2 and 3. The luminescence detection

equipments 2 and 3 consist of a light-emitting part 2-1, 3-1, and the light-receiving

include-angle detecting element 2-2 and 3-2 using what both has the same configuration.

Here, the luminescence detection equipments 2 and 3 are installed to the coordinate

input screen 1 so that both of luminescence opticals axis of the light which emits light

from a light-emitting part, and light-receiving opticals axis of a light-receiving

include-angle detecting element may turn to the direction of the reference point 4 of a

coordinate input screen. In addition, luminescence detection equipment is equivalent to

the above mentioned luminescence / detection means, a light-emitting part is equivalent
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to a luminescence means, and a light-receiving include-angle detecting element is

equivalent to an include-angle detection means.

[0021] the direction of the segment al which connects angle kl and the reference point

4 of the coordinate input screen 1 in drawing 1 , and the segment a2 which connects

angle k2 and the reference point 4 of a coordinate input screen ~ the luminescence

detection equipments 2 and 3 — it considers as each luminescence optical axis and a

light-receiving optical axis. Segments al and a2 make the angle of the coordinate input

screen 1 the direction equally divided into two here at 45 degrees. Moreover, the angle

k2 of the coordinate input screen 1 shall be made into a zero (0 0), and the location on

the coordinate input screen 1 shall be expressed with X-Y coordinate system which sets

a Y-axis as a longitudinal direction and sets the X-axis as a lengthwise direction.

[0022] The conceptual diagram of the configuration of one example of the luminescence

detection equipments 2 and 3 is shown in drawing 2 . Here, a light-emitting part 2-1 and

3-1 consist of the light source (LED) 6 and an optical lens 7 among luminescence

detection equipment. An optical lens 7 changes only the scale factor of the one direction

of the cylindrical lens characterized by changing only the scale factor of the one

direction of an image, or an image, and the toroidal lens characterized by moreover

there being no change of the scale factor by whenever [ incident angle ] is used for it.

Moreover, the light-receiving include-angle detecting element 2-2 and 3-2 consist of

PSD8 and a cylindrical lens 9 among luminescence detection equipment.

[0023] With the optical lens 7 arranged just before that, the light emitted from LED6 is

condensed so that it may become a beam parallel to the coordinate input screen 1 . That

is, the light of a direction perpendicular to the coordinate input screen 1 is condensed so

that it may become parallel to the coordinate input screen 1 with an optical lens 7, and it

is made to become the beam of the shape of a sector still more nearly parallel to the

coordinate input screen 1, as shown in drawing 6 . Thus, if it condenses with a

sector-like beam, since light can be more effectively used compared with the time of not

condensing, improvement in the dependability of location detection can be aimed at.

Here, as LED6, although light is emitted in a visible ray, L2656 (Hamamatsu Photonics

make) which emits light in infrared radiation (wavelength of 890nm) shall be used.

Moreover, as an optical lens 7, lay length perpendicular to the coordinate input screen 1

is parallel to 10mm and the coordinate input screen 1, it is the magnitude whose lay

length perpendicular to the luminescence optical axis of infrared light is about 1 0mm,

and a thing with a focal distance of about 6mm is used. Furthermore, it places in a fixed

position so that the point of LED6 emitting light may come to the focal location of an

optical lens.

[0024] As shown in drawing 2 , the light-receiving include-angle detecting element 2-2

and the cylindrical lens 9 which constitutes 3-2 are arranged so that the reflected light

from a pen 5 may be condensed in the direction parallel to the coordinate input screen 1

.
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And the spot light which condensed is received by PSD8. PSD8 considers as structure

long and slender in a direction parallel to the coordinate input screen 1 , as shown in

drawing, and the light-receiving side is a PN-junction side for changing incident light

into an electrical signal.

[0025] Moreover, the current (II, 12) to which the output terminal (SI, S2) for taking

out a current was prepared in the both ends of a light-receiving side, and PSD8 was in

inverse proportion to the point SO receiving light and the distance to an output terminal

is outputted from this output terminal. By carrying out A/D conversion of this current

(II, 12), and calculating with a microcomputer, the location of the point SO receiving

light can be pinpointed, and the light-receiving include angle of the reflected light from

a pen 5 can be calculated further. About the control circuit which performs this data

processing, it mentions later.

[0026] What is necessary is just to use that whose lay length with the die length of the

light-receiving side of a direction parallel to the coordinate input screen 1 perpendicular

to 13mm and the coordinate input screen 1 as PSD8 is about 1mm. For example,

SHamamatsu Photonics 3270 can be used.

[0027] The concrete example of arrangement of a cylindrical lens 9 and PSD8 is shown

in drawing 4 . Here, a cylindrical lens 9 is arranged so that the distance of the

optical-center location of a cylindrical lens 9 and the light-receiving side of PSD8 may

be set [ lay length / perpendicular to 10mm and the coordinate input screen 1 ] to 6.5mm

using what was set to about 10mm in lay length parallel to the coordinate input screen 1

and the light-receiving side of PSD8. Moreover, the mask 10 made from ingredients,

such as black ABS, around the cylindrical lens 9 is arranged so that the reflected light

from a pen 5 may not input into the light-receiving side of PSD8 directly.

[0028] Furthermore, since the distance of a lens and PSD changes with the differences

of whenever [ incident angle / of the reflected light from a pen 5 ], the focal distance of

a cylindrical lens 9 should just be between the maximum max of the distance of the core

of this lens 9, and the light-receiving side of PSD8, and the minimum value min. For

example, what is necessary is just to use the cylindrical lens 9 whose focal distance is

about 9mm, since it is set to max=9.2mm and min6.5mm in the case of drawing 4 . In

addition, although about 15mm of lay length parallel to the coordinate input screen 1 of

the above mentioned mask 10 should be just larger than the die length (= 13mm) of the

light-receiving side of PSD8, in the case of drawing 4 , there should just be, for example.

[0029] In the example shown in drawing 2 , in order to extract the reflected light from a

pen 5 to spot light, the configuration which uses a cylindrical lens 9 was shown, but it is

not limited to this, and as shown in drawing 3 , the aperture which has one minute

transparency hole instead of a cylindrical lens 9 may be used. The luminescence

detection means 2 and the conceptual diagram of the configuration of three which used

the aperture 1 1 for drawing 3 are shown. Only the light which passed the transparency
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hole 12 among the reflected lights from a pen 5 in the case of this example is received

by the point SO of PSD8 receiving light as a spot light. What is necessary is just to use

the thin plate made from ingredients, such as black ABS, as an aperture 1 1

.

[0030] An aperture and the concrete example of arrangement of PSD8 are shown in

drawing 5 . Here, like drawing 4 , when the die length of the light-receiving side of

PSD8 is set to 13mm, an aperture 1 1 is arranged so that the light-receiving side of PSD8

and the front face of an aperture may become parallel in the location which only the

distance of 6.5mm of the one half separated from the light-receiving side of PSD8.

Moreover, as for the magnitude of an aperture 1 1, it is desirable that it is larger than the

light-receiving side of PSD8 so that the reflected light from a pen 5 may not carry out

direct incidence to the light-receiving side of PSD8. For example, magnitude of an

aperture 11 can be made into about 15mmx3mm to magnitude 13mmxlmm of the

light-receiving side of PSD. In a direction parallel to the coordinate input screen 1, the

transparency hole 12 is shorter than the die length (13mm) of the light-receiving side of

PSD8, and is made longer than the die length (1mm) of the light-receiving side of PSD

in a direction perpendicular to the coordinate input screen 1 . For example, as shown in

drawing 5 , it can consider as 2mmx2mm magnitude.

[0031] In addition, although the conceptual diagram of luminescence detection

equipment was shown in drawing 2 and drawing 3 , the component (the light source

LED 6, an optical lens 7, PSD8, a cylindrical lens 9, or aperture 11) may maintain the

above mentioned arrangement relation, and may really cast it to one housing. However,

a light-emitting part (LED6, optical lens 7) and a light-receiving include-angle detecting

element (PSD8, a cylindrical lens 9, or aperture 1 1) need making it approach as it can

avoid becoming the obstacle of luminescence and light-receiving mutually, making it

arrange, and making it arrange so that the luminescence optical axis of the infrared light

which came out of LED6 further, and the light-receiving optical axis of the infrared

light received by a cylindrical lens 9 or the aperture 1 1 may serve as the same direction.

[0032] Since luminescence detection equipment can be made into about

[ 20mmxl5mmxl0mm ] magnitude by really casting, it can be miniaturized rather than

the case where scan beam light using a rotary motor and location detection is performed.

[0033] The configuration block Fig. of the control circuit of LED6 and PSD8 of this

invention is shown in drawing 7 . This control circuit calculates the current (II, 12)

outputted from PSD8 with control of the luminescence timing of LED6. As shown in

this drawing, a control circuit consists of a configuration that the bus connection of the

timer 28, the interface driver 29, A/D converter 23, and the LED driver 24 for

controlling ROM25 and RAM26 which memorize a program and data focusing on

MPU27, and a luminescence time interval was carried out.

[0034] As a circuit which calculates the current (II, 12) outputted from PSD8, amplifier

21 and an analog operating circuit 22 are connected to the output terminal (SI, S2) of
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PSD, as shown in drawing. The current (II, 12) outputted from PSD8 is inputted into

amplifier 21, and is amplified. And the amplified current signal is an analog operating

circuit 22, and is [Equation 1].

12

h + 12

** - processing [ like ] is carried out, further, it is changed into a digital signal by AID

converter 23, and MPU27 is passed. Then, the operation of the position coordinate of a

light-receiving include angle and a pen is performed by MPU27.

[0035] In addition, you may also include this control circuit in the same housing as one

luminescence detection equipment, and may also include it in some coordinate input

screens 1 as another housing. Moreover, since the coordinate data calculated in the

persona] computer etc. through the interface driver 29 is outputted, it is desirable to

prepare an output terminal.

[0036] Next, one example of the configuration of the point of the pen 5 which is the

location indicator rod used for this invention at drawing 8 is shown. A pen 5 has the

same configuration as the so-called writing implement, and equips the field through

which the light emitted from the point 2 and 3, i.e., luminescence detection equipments,

passes with "the structure of reflecting light" (recurrence reflective section). And

especially this "structure of reflecting light" is recurrence structure reflected in the same

direction as the direction of incidence of the light emitted from the luminescence

detection equipments 2 and 3.

[0037] The point of a pen 5 shows the configuration which consists of many cube

corner reflectors to drawing 8 as the example of structure. As shown in drawing 9 , a

cube corner reflector combines three plane mirrors so that it may become a right angle

mutually. The part generally surrounded by the thick line of drawing with which a

corner was cut from the cube of glass is used as a cube corner reflector. Thus, in the

constituted cube corner reflector, after incident light is reflected by a unit of 1 time in

respect of three, the reflected light returns in the same direction as incident light

correctly.

[0038] For example, the cube corner reflector which set die-length [ of one side ] c to

2mm is arranged to the point of a pen with a diameter of 10mm at a radial. Moreover, if

the sense of an adjacent cube corner reflector is made reverse and arranged as shown in

drawing 8 , it can constitute from 62 cube corner reflectors per step, and if it is a

three-step configuration like drawing 8 , it can constitute from a total of 1 86 cube comer

reflectors. In addition, although the thing using a cube corner reflector as structure

where the reflected light serves as the same direction as incident light was shown, other

structures may be used as long as the reflected light and incident light have the

recurrence used as the same direction.
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[0039] Next, the detection principle of the directions location of the pen in the

coordinate detection equipment of this invention is explained. Here, although the case

where two luminescence detection equipments are used is explained, even if it uses

three or more luminescence detection equipments, detection of the same pen directions

location is possible, as shown in drawing 1 .

[0040] First, suppose that the suitable location (X, Y) was directed using the pen 5

shown in drawing 8 on the coordinate input screen 1 of drawing 1 . At this time, the

light which came out of LED6 of the light-emitting part 2-1 of luminescence detection

equipment 2 in the segment pi direction among the infrared light by which outgoing

radiation was carried out progresses conversely the segment pi with that same reflected

light in a pen 5, and light is received by PSD8 of the light-receiving include-angle

detecting element 2-2. The light which similarly came out of LED6 of the light-emitting

part 3-1 of luminescence detection equipment 3 in the direction of a segment p2 among

the infrared light by which outgoing radiation was carried out progresses conversely the

segment p2 with the same reflected light in a pen 5, and light is received by PSD8 of the

light-receiving include-angle detecting element 3-2. The light received by PSD8 forms

spot light in the location where it changes on the light-receiving side of PSD with

whenever [ over PSD8 / incident angle ] as drawing 2 etc. showed. Here, a segment p2

shall make the include angle of theta 1 from the segment al to which nothing and a

segment pi divide the angle kl of the coordinate input screen 1 into two for the include

angle of a segment a2 to theta 2 which divides the angle k2 of the coordinate input

screen 1 into two equally equally.

[0041] The example of the cylindrical lens 9 which forms the coordinate input screen 1

and the light-receiving include-angle detection means 2-2 in drawing 10 (a) and (b), and

physical relationship with PSD8 is shown. Here, the light-receiving side of PSD8

presupposes that it is perpendicular to two sides of the coordinate input screen 1, and

the segment al which makes the include angle of 45 degrees. That is, the segment al

which connected the core of a cylindrical lens 9 and the center of the light-receiving

side of PSD8 is in agreement with a light-receiving optical axis and a luminescence

optical axis. Moreover, distance of the core of a cylindrical lens 9 and the center of the

light-receiving side of PSD8 is set to L, and the die length of the light-receiving side of

PSD8 is set to 2L.

[0042] Now, the reflected light from a pen 5 passes along a segment pi, and

presupposes that light was received in the location which only the distance of Dl

separated from the mid gear of PSD8. Moreover, the current value acquired from two

output terminals of the light-receiving side of PSD8 is set to II and 12. As for a current

and the light-receiving location of PSD, the following relation is materialized at this

time.

[0043]
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[Equation 2]

h lo
L-D1
2L

i2 lo
L + D1

2L

lo h + 12 (lo : ±nrX>

12

x2LL + D1 =
h + 12

[0044] That is, although the light-receiving location Dl of the reflected light is

calculated from the current values II and 12 acquired by PSD8, it is calculated by the

amplifier 21 and analog operating circuit 22 of a control circuit of drawing 7 . By the

way, since relation called Dl / L=tan theta 1 is materialized by drawing 10 (b), theta 1 is

calculated from a degree type whenever [ incident angle / of the reflected light ].

thetal=tan-l (Dl/L)

[0045] Similarly, if distance to the light-receiving location from the center of PSD is set

to D2 also with the light-receiving include-angle detecting element 3-2 of another

luminescence detection equipment 3, theta 2 will be calculated whenever [ incident

angle / of the reflected light ] by the degree type.

theta2=tan-l (D2/L)

[0046] Furthermore, since the directions location (X, Y) of a pen 5 serves as an

intersection of the segments al and a2 which thetal and theta2 make whenever [ two

incident angle / of the reflected light ], a directions location (X, Y) is called for from

thetal and theta2 from a degree type.

Y=Xtan (45-theta2)

Y=(A-X)tan(45-thetal)

Here, A is the die length of the longitudinal direction of the coordinate input screen 1

,

as shown in drawing 1 .

[0047] If the above-mentioned simultaneous equations are solved, the position

coordinates X and Y on the coordinate input screen 1 directed with the pen 5 will be

searched for. in addition ~ and (thetal, theta2) (X, Y) since it is formulized, if these

formulas are programmed and included in ROM, it can ask easily by the operation of

MPU27. Moreover, the coordinate value of being the result of an operation (X, Y) is

transmitted to a personal computer etc. through the interface driver 29, and is applicable

to processing of the display of a directions location with a pen, the command input
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corresponding to a directions location, etc.

[0048] Although the above-mentioned example showed the example which used two

luminescence detection equipments, since there is a possibility that mutual infrared light

may be detected by PSD in a partner's equipment when LED of both equipments is

made to emit light to coincidence, it is desirable to carry out time sharing of the

luminescence control of LED6 by the LED driver 24, to perform it by turns, to make it

synchronize with this and to perform current detection ofPSD8.

[0049] For example, current detection ofPSD corresponding to LED of another side can

be performed in the condition of having performed current detection of PSD

corresponding to one LED, having made LED switching off conversely [ while ] after

10msec, and having made LED of another side emitting light in the condition of having

made one LED emitting light and having made LED of another side switching off. That

is, it is made to make either emit light between two LED by turns every 10msec.

MPU27 performs this control using a timer 28. Thus, if time sharing control of LED

luminescence is carried out, also when incorrect detection of infrared light is also lost

and a pen 5 moves, it follows enough and location detection is possible.

[0050] In addition, the coordinate input screen 1 may not be limited in the shape of [ as

shown especially in the example of drawing 1 ] a square that what is necessary is just

the flat-surface configuration which can direct a location with a pen, and other

configurations are sufficient as it. Moreover, although the premise of using a plate as a

coordinate input screen 1 was carried out in the above-mentioned example, it may not

limit to this and the display screen of a display, for example, CRT, and LCD may be

used. When using CRT and LCD, in order to lose the effect in which display light

carries out incidence to PSD8 and by which it is incorrect-detected, it is desirable to use

the above mentioned infrared luminescence LED, and it is desirable to use what can

detect the peak emission wavelength of the infrared luminescence LED as PSD8.

Furthermore, in order to make it the infrared radiation generated from CRT or LCD not

have a bad influence on coordinate detection, it is desirable to arrange the infrared cut

filter made from PVC resin etc. on the display screen.

[0051]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, equip a location directions means

with the recurrence reflective section, and it has 2 or more sets of luminescence /

detection means which consist of include-angle detection means to receive the reflected

light reflected through a luminescence means and the recurrence reflective section, and

to detect that light-receiving include angle. So that both of each optical axis of a

luminescence means to constitute one luminescence / detection means, and an

include-angle detection means may turn to the center of abbreviation of a coordinate

input area Since contiguity arrangement of a luminescence means and the include-angle

detection means is carried out, and 2 or more sets of luminescence / detection means set
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predetermined spacing to the periphery of a coordinate input area and are made to be

arranged at it mutually With an easy configuration without the device which scans light,

small and reliable coordinate detection equipment can be offered.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the block diagram of one example of the coordinate detection

equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the conceptual diagram of the configuration of one example of the

luminescence detection equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is the conceptual diagram of the configuration of the luminescence

detection equipment using the aperture of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is the concrete plot plan of the cylindrical lens of one example of this

invention, and PSD.

[Drawing 5] It is the concrete plot plan of the aperture of one example of this invention,

and PSD.

[Drawing 6] In one example of this invention, it is the explanatory view of the

condensing situation of the beam of light by the optical lens.

[Drawing 7] It is the configuration block Fig. of one example of the control circuit of

this invention.

[Drawing 8] It is the explanatory view of the point of the location indicator rod used for

this invention.

[Drawing 9] It is the explanatory view of the configuration of a cube corner reflector.

[Drawing 10] In one example of this invention, it is the physical relationship Fig. of a

cylindrical lens and PSD.

[Description of Notations]

1 Coordinate Input Screen

2 Luminescence Detection Equipment

3 Luminescence Detection Equipment

2-1 Light-emitting Part

2-2 Light-receiving Include-Angle Detecting Element

3- 1 Light-emitting Part

3-2 Light-receiving Include-Angle Detecting Element

4 Reference Point

5 Pen

6 Light Source (LED)

7 Optical Lens

8 PSD
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9 Cylindrical Lens

10 Mask

1 1 Aperture

12 Transmitted Light

21 Amplifier

22 Analog Operating Circuit

23 A/D Converter

24 LED Driver

25 ROM
26 RAM
27 MPU
28 Timer

29 Interface Driver


